WORKSHOP

The Triumphant Self™ is a full-day, immersive workshop to help you Untether Yourself and Amplify Your Life™ by:

- Energizing Goals
- Increased Clarity & Focus
- Targeted Impactful Growth
- Purposeful Undertakings
- Joyful Life
- Deliberate Preparedness

- Procrastination, Inertia, & Fear
- Confusion and Indecision
- Aimless Trial & Error
- Chasing Trends & Imitating Others
- Lack of Fulfillment & Misery
- Lack of Planning & Failure

The Triumphant Self™ leans on Yoga Science to uncover the key to Self Intelligence™—finding your true, authentic self and living in accordance with it.

Take your game to a whole new level—live an inspired life of action, meaning and fulfillment.

PLUS FOR WORKING PROFESSIONALS

- Clear Alignment with Work Goals
- Confident Contributions
- Feeling Disconnected & Unfulfilled
- Stagnation & Feeling Insignificant

GET IN TOUCH TODAY: hello@triumphhq.com or triumphhq.com

Nishit M. Rathod is a successful 3x entrepreneur having built and sold 3 technology companies. He's also a business advisor, musician, and writer, but more importantly, he is a lifetime practitioner of Yoga, which he credits as the driving force and reason for his success. With a voracious appetite for learning, he has been blessed to work in many different fields— Music, Non-Profit, Real Estate, Social Commerce, Urban Infrastructure and even Casual Digital Gaming.

“Incredibly effective, beautiful, and enlightening; all-in-one amazing workshop.”
- Joanne, Business Owner
THE TOOLS

The Triumphant Self™ workshop will equip you with the following powerful tools to help you seamlessly integrate the key insights and practices into your everyday life.

INNER MASTERY

Your Core Values: Uncover the lenses through which you experience your world. Identify the conscious and subconscious factors influencing all aspects of your life ranging from decision making to relationships.

Personal Vision Docket™: A dynamic and actionable proclamation of not only WHAT kind of person you consciously and subconsciously want to be, but also HOW to start being one.

COMPELLING MEANS & INSPIRING ENDS

Boundless Triumph Capital™: Your ingredients for success. Identify your unique skills and strengths, and tap into the infinite reserves you hold within yourself to grow and do great no matter what life throws at you.

Personal Breakthrough Manifesto™: Your Life Purpose, turbocharged. Bring Clarity and Meaning and get inspired into Action. Achieve more than you ever dreamed of.

CRAFT YOUR TRIUMPH

Personal Contribution Statement™: Establish how you can make significant contributions to your team or organization in ways that bring you tremendous Meaning and Growth.

Personal Breakthrough Engine™: Engineer the series of breakthroughs to transform you into the super-self you’re meant to be. Optimize and streamline your journey of Learning & Growth. Set yourself up for success, no matter what.

GET IN TOUCH TODAY: hello@triumphhq.com or triumphhq.com

“Incredibly effective, beautiful, and enlightening; all-in-one amazing workshop.”
- Joanne, Business Owner